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Quality of Workmanship, Innovative Design, Built to Last!
**Mini Asphalt-Rubber Tire Paver**

The Salsco Mini-Paver is able to pave well over a mile of 6’ wide walk a day and can be easily adjusted to pave from 36” wide up to 72” wide. Side panels are removable for ease of loading with a wheelbarrow in tight areas.

**Highway Shoulders - Bike & Park Paths - Utility Trenches**
*Highway Patching - Golf Cart Paths - Carports*  
**Guardrail Aprons - Walkways**

**Mini Asphalt-Track Paver TP44-TD**

Hydraulically controlled split tilt hopper. Raising the hopper allows even the toughest material to flow to the 9” augers. Extra large 1.6 Cubic Yard capacity, (flat to the top of the hopper).

All the controls are easily accessible and all adjustments are easily made as well. This unit has a forward/reverse hydrostatic drive.

2 - Hydraulically Controlled, 9” Cast Augers move in either direction. Extra large and heavy duty, hydraulically operated cut off plate.

Raise and lower the screed hydraulically with one lever. Hydraulic end gates with measuring markers make the screed a joy to operate.
Nine wheels offer stability and ease of control. 6”
Cast Auger is standard! 13HP Honda Engine, Pull or
Electric start!

Self-Propelled!

Extra Large Hopper!

Asphalt or Concrete!

Mold housing transfers right to left!

Many styles of molds are available as standard
and special designed molds can be made.
Simple Design & Easy to Operate!

Two (2) casters at rear provide smoother maneuvering over rough terrain. Controls are located on one convenient panel. Large pneumatic tires provide greater shock absorption. Tool shaft is one piece. Six (6) sizes of bits available for a wider range of applications. Easily installed and removed routing tool.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part #</th>
<th>0205076</th>
<th>0205075</th>
<th>0205074</th>
<th>0205073</th>
<th>0205072</th>
<th>0205071</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
<td>1/4”</td>
<td>3/8”</td>
<td>1/2”</td>
<td>5/8”</td>
<td>3/4”</td>
<td>1”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bits are sized to fit the joint or crack, resulting in excellent anchor points for sealant material adhesion. Depending upon aggregate, depth and width of cut required, production is estimated at 100-200 feet per hour.

Tips Two Ways!

Scoop in Front! Dump to the Side!

The perfect companion for the Rubber Tire Paver, Track Paver, & Cobra Curber!

Common Uses:
* Filling curbing & small paving machines! (Eliminates backing into traffic)
* Filling trenches!
* Back filling loam along driveways! (Eliminates turning onto newly paved asphalt)

The Side Dump Bucket has a cutting edge which allows scooping of lose material.

Hydraulic Hoses and Cylinder standard equipment
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